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During the meeting of the panel session on international relations, experts present at the Forum explored relevant 
issues with heated discussions, meticulously and profoundly. Through the academic exchange and the debates of 
ideas, the conference participants, who spoke very highly of the Forum, had a much more comprehensive and 
profound understanding of relevant issues.  
I The East Asia Region and the East Asia Commonwealth 
The first discussed issue at the Forum was the concepts of the East Asia Region and the construction of the East 
Asia Commonwealth. As for the construction of the East Asia Commonwealth, experts present expressed different 
views on the types of commonwealth that is to be constructed in East Asia. Some believed in a commonwealth that 
is clearly structured, strongly ruled by law, and highly institutionalized, while others expressed their desire for what 
the ASEAN has always been promoting and advocating: A commonwealth that is loosely controlled, gradually 
advanced and built upon consensus.  
II Political Relations 
A second issue discussed at the Forum was the political relations in the East Asia Region, focusing mainly on the 
following areas: (1) regional leadership, (2) regional governance, and (3) the rise of China. 
On the leadership of the region, the Forum participants discussed the following issues: Does East Asia need a 
leader? If so, who will it be? If it can be determined who to lead, what type of leadership is needed? While the 
majority of the delegates held that East Asia needed a leader, the minority of them disagreed, believing that as long 
as each country gave high priority to moral principles and respected each other, regional cooperation and prosperity 
would take place naturally—as it was said in the Book of Changes: It is auspicious to see a herd of dragons without 
a leader. 
As to who should act as the leader of East Asia, experts attending the Forum expressed their different views. 
Some held that ASEAN should be the leader of the regional cooperation of East Asia, while others thought that 
China and Japan should be the future leadership. Still some held that, although China and Japan should act as the 
leader, their inability to improve their relationship in the foreseeable future prevented them from shouldering such 
important responsibility of a leader. As such, these delegates thought that Korea should play the leading role in the 
regional cooperation. 
With regard to the type of leadership, the discussion focused on whether East Asia needed a hegemonic leader, a 
moral leader, or a leader with persuasive power. The majority favored the moral leader or one with persuasive 
power, while some thought what East Asia needed was a hegemonic leader. 
On the issue of regional governance, the delegates centered their discussions on the necessity of regional 
governance and its characteristics in the age of globalization. The majority of the delegates held that, in the age of 
globalization, regional governance became increasingly more important and meanwhile more complicated, too. 
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As for the rise of China, scholars focused their discussion and analysis on the term itself and the prospect of 
China’s rise. Some scholars pointed out that we must first understand clearly the meaning of “rise” before we 
discuss “the rise of China.” This term could be understood both as a process and as a result. Most of the experts 
agreed that the rise of China should be understood as a process, and as such, the rise of China was already a reality, 
though it would be a process of long-term development. Judging from the current condition of China’s development, 
it still has a long way to go before China rises as an ultimate result. 
As for the prospect of the rise of China, some experts held that the rapid development of China in the past twenty 
years would continue and its process of rise was irresistible. However, numbers of scholars thought that the rise of 
China still faced many difficulties and challenges, thus much uncertainty remained. 
III Economic Relations 
On the issue of economic relations, scholars at the Forum noted two opposing views concerning the regional 
development of East Asia. One was that, different from the process in other regions, the regionalization process in 
East Asia developed rapidly, though it lacked a matured and clearly structured regional cooperation mechanism with 
solid legal basis. The other view held that, as part of the bilateral relations, the mutual dependency on economy had 
brought no accord to political relationship, only to have deteriorated the same. The notable examples are the 
relations between China and Japan and that across the Taiwan Strait. 
It was generally agreed that the prosperity of East Asia called for the countries concerned to strengthen further 
their cooperation. For example, some scholars pointed out that, as large consumers for oil, China, Japan and Korea 
should, and must, enhance their cooperation so as to secure oil supply, stabilize oil price and to safeguard the 
smooth operation of the oil transportation channels, rather than the current vicious competition that benefited none 
but other countries. 
IV Security Relations 
The discussion on the security issue was centered on Sino-U.S. relations, Sino-Japan relation and the regional 
security mechanism in East Asia. The development of China witnessed the growing importance of the Sino-U.S. 
relation as well as its complexity. China and U.S. need to view their relationship strategically, and only when 
considered from an overall perspective could the two countries properly solve the various issues between them. 
China and Japan now experienced a heated economic exchange but a cold political relation, for which the 
government of Japan is held primarily accountable. For various reasons, it is difficult to improve the current 
situation in the near future. But in the long run, it is fundamental interests of both China and Japan to maintain a 
friendly relationship, and as such, both sides need to make further effort. 
With respect to the security mechanism of East Asia, the majority of the scholars held that a construction of the 
regional security mechanism should be strengthened in East Asia. Some scholars pointed out that the core issue 
faced by the East Asian countries was the type of regional security system they needed to construct. Should it be the 
current partly-open-and-partly-closed system termed as “the multilayered mosaic system” by some U.S. professors? 
Or should it be a new multilateral cooperation system that is open, simplified, but more effective? The current 
approach by the American government on the security issue is quite self-contradictory. On the one hand, the U.S. 
expressed its wish for an open and a multilateral cooperation system while appearing disgruntled when the U.S. was 
not invited to attend the forthcoming East Asia Summit. On the other hand, the U.S. insisted on maintaining the 
system of military allies formed during the Cold War period, featuring bilateralism and exclusiveness. Although that 
system of military allies plays certain positive roles, its exclusiveness and antagonism are totally incompatible with 
the U.S. demand for openness and multilateral cooperation. The U. S. cannot demand other countries to include the 
U.S. in participating in their cooperation, while at the same time excluding other countries from participating when 
the U.S. cooperates with countries in this region. It is time that U. S. should reconsider this question. 
V Consensus 
Although scholars expressed different ideas and opinions about the above-mentioned subjects, they did reach 
much consensus on many important issues. Firstly, scholars agreed that, with the acceleration of globalization, East 
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Asia must strengthen its multilateral cooperation, which is the only way East Asia can meet the various challenges 
brought by globalization. Secondly, scholars agreed that the regionalization of East Asia called for leadership, not 
the traditional hegemonic power, but one with foresight, a sense of responsibility, and at the same with substantive 
power to act as the leader. Thirdly, the regionalization of East Asia demands further and sufficient cultivation and 
utilization of the Asian people’s wisdom, in order to best suit the regionalization process in conformity with the 
interests and wishes of the people in this region. Fourthly, scholars agreed that China’s peaceful development 
presented not only a challenge to East Asia but also an important opportunity. Lastly, scholars agreed that as long as 
the countries in East Asia strengthen their cooperation and enhanc their consensus, the regionalization of East Asia 
will have a bright future.  
(Translated by Peng Shulin) 
